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'Matrix' trilogy

closes
Are Neo and Morpheus the stuff of
modern legends?
Page 18

VERGE

City open to
trial period for
later bar hours
By Kevin Sampler
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

.

ltlJdent vice~ for student affairs, shar8s IW' thoughts on exteidng blr hoU"s to 2 a.m. cUtng an
Nlations meeting T1usday evening in the Greenup Room of the Mmtln Luther King Jr. UniversH.y.lJnlon.

Pl9llident Lou Hencken speaks during a meeting in his ol'lice Thwsday afterlhe Board of 1hJstees wll vote today to extend Hencken's contract.

·m President Lou Hencken
ely be granted a two-year
contract at the BOT meetJ'riday. The "interim" will be
from Hencken's title and he
e as president through June
sident, my goals are fo conkeep small classes and the
eraction and relationships
teachers have with the stu" Hencken said.
never been afraid of working
bours,'' he said. "This job is some-

where I like to come. I feel I've been
placed here on purpose.
"The key to success is you have to
be a good person and care about other
people,'' Hencken said.
Henck\ln began his career at
Eastern 37 years ago when he became
a graduate assistant at Tuylor Hall.
Tuylor was still being completed in
1966 when he and the residents moved
in.
"The most exciting thing that
happened tha~ year was a fire that
took out the third floor. I was on the
second floor and the fire alarm system for the hall was not finished.
They were doing a lot of testing and

The discussion of extending
local bar hours from a 1 a.m. to a 2
a.m. closing time continued as students and city representatives met
Thursday.
"It's going to be tough to do it
before Christmas, I would say,''
City Council Member Larry
Rennels said of the time table the
change faces.
Interim President Lou Hencken,
City Council Members Rennels
and Marge Knoop and Student
External Relations Chair Kyle
Donash met Thursday along with
various members of the Student
Senate to share opinions on the
proposed change.
If the city council decides to
approve the ordinance, it would
most likely only be for a while.
Rennels spoke for Charleston
Mayor Dan Cougill during the

when a person set tire to their room
as a practical joke. no one thought
anything of it when the alarms
started going off," Hencken said.
"No one was injured, and we were
able to relocate everyone from the
floor."
·
But the shenanigans weren't what
sold Hencken on university work.
"The thing I remember most from
that job was how I really enjoyed
working with the people," Hencken
said.
In 1967, after a year at Tuylor,
Hencken became the residence hall
counselor for Douglas Hall while
Stevenson Hall was still being built.
"Our main goal at Douglas, which
was made up of all freshman men, was
to get people to believe in the residence- hall system,'' Hencken said.
"I would always try to work with
people and their problems. I learned
that the best way to deal with a situation is to go and talk it out,'' he said.
"My number one theme is to treat
people the way you want to be treated.
I did that in housing by thinking about
what it would be like if I was in the
resident's shoes."
When Stevenson Hall opened in
1968, Hencken was named resident
director. Stevenson was all men's residence hall when "it opened and was airconditioned.
"I made a proposal to keep the
lounge open so that women could
study. At the time, that was a very liberal suggestion," Hencken said.
"(Hencken) was fun to work for in
the residence halls. He had a great
rapport with his staff and the residents," said Keith Kohanzo, director
of judicial affairs.
Kohanzo, who has.been employed at
Eastern for 32 years, worked with
Hencken directly in the residence
halls for seven years as a student
employee and a counselor.
"He is an excellent boss, he left me
alone to run my building the way I
thought was best, and he didn't intervene unless it was necessary."
Kohanzo said.
Hencken admits he's a proponent of
the train 'em and trust 'em philosophy.
"One thing I believe very much to be a
successful administrator is to hire good
SEE HENCKEN
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meeting because Cougill was out
of town.
Rennels said the mayor supports approving the extension only
on Friday and Saturday nights and
including a sunset clause to the
ordinance.
The clause, Rennels said, would
end the 2 a.m. closing and require
bars to close again at 1 a.m. as a
trial period to see if the change
works.
Rennels also said the mayor
would like to see "the university
involved in helping with behavior
problems on campus as well as off
campus maybe a little more aggressively than they have in the past."
Judicial Affairs Director Keith
Kohanzo said students who violate
alcohol regulations are currently
fined or prosecuted following
Judicial Affairs rules.
· An additional shuttle bus that
would pick up students who have
SEE BARS+
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Police:
Arrestee
threatened
'gun play'
ey carty Mullady
CITY EDITOR

Defendants facing aggravated discharge of a
firearm charges threatened residents of the 12th
Street home prior to the Oct. 24 off-campus shooting, according to police information in circuit
court documents.
Marc D. Griffin, 21, Chicago, and Crystal P.
Lovemore, ·19, 1151 Johnson Ave., allegedly made
"gun play" a possibility before shots were fired
into 151412th Street from outside.
Police information included in court dockets
said Lovemore was in a relationship with both
Griffin and a resident of the 12th Street home
where the shooting occurred.
When the resident, Amral L. Johnson, junior
sociology major, and Lovemore had a fight two
nights prior to the shooting, Johnson said she told
him her boyfriend had a gun.
Johnson told police Lovemore said, "I can have
you killed."
Evidence of seven shots fired was found at the
scene two nights later, according to police reports.
According to Johnson, a fight occurred between
himself, Lovemore and Griffin in Lantz Arena
more than an hour before the shooting.
Shots were reported fired at the E-Lot after
Lovemore and Griffin left the Arena.
A witness to those shots reportedly saw a suspect running in a gray and red jersey with a gun in
his right hand. That witness later told police he
was "80 percent sure" a jersey found in
Lovemore's home matched what the suspect was
wearing.
Around an hour after the on-campus report,
William G. Bumphus, psychology major, reportedly
saw the suspect standing behind 1514 12th Street
wearing a gray hooded sweatshirt and jeans.
Jeff Clemins of Hickory Hills and Kyle E. Hill,
Eastern alumnus of Bollingbrook, also reported
seeing a male fitting the same description as
Lovemore behind the residence. They also noted
SEE SHOOTING
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RHA keeps original
communications

chairtennlength
Bylaa&wln
STAFF WRITER

The Residence Hall Associatim
voted ThlB'sday to oot pass the term
change
of
the
National
Cmununicatm Coordinatnrpositim
from.me and a half years to me year.
"I feel that a lot of Eastern's participation at the state, regional and
national level of RHA is due to the
fact that we had an NCC elect,"
said Public Relations Chair Person
for RHA, Sarah Maubach "In order
to maintain that participation, we
need to keep that elect by keeping
the NCC elect position. It will help
maintain cornmunU:ation and participation with colleges and universities in other states in order to better the residence life here."
Other officers praised the hall
councils for getting involved.
''I do think all the halls did a good
job and made a good decision. I
think this was a good piece of legislatioo, the halls took up the opportunity to voice an opinioo." said Jenn
Anderson, RHA vice president for
diversity and programming.
RHA also voted on nominationS
for the National Residence Hall
Honorary membership positions.
The assembly nominated Erin
Quin1an, a resident assistant for
Pemberton Hall and Jenn
Anderson. Tbe assembly will be
writing nominations to the NIUill
selection committee for these RHA
members and the executive board
for RHA will be writing letters of
nomination for Erin Keefe and
Megan Stepp, the current National
Communications Coordinator.
An NRHH member is among
the top ooe percent of Residence

Hall members. They take the time
to fund raise for Lee National
Denim Day and maintain the
largest housing scholarship, the
ENOCHS scholarship. They also in
charge of campus cleanup and the
recycling program through the
residence halls,
said RHA
President Nachel Glynn.
The decision to donate ftmds to
"A Night of Glamour," a drag queen
show benefiting World AIDS Day,
was postponed until next week. The
show is sponsored by Pride, a

Recognized Student Organi7ation
focused on gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgmder is&Jes.
Maubach tried to stir interest in

a new program called EIU Cribs.
The program is a room decorating
contest beginning next semester.
The participants will be turning in
a two minute video tour of their
room to be put on the Eastern's
OOusing Web site for prospective
students, Maubach said.
The best decorated. rooms will
be judged and five winners will be
cho.<!en from every residence hall,
as will five from Greek Court, five
from University Court and five
from University Apartments. One
overall winner will be chosen from
every hall, Greek Court building,
University
Apartment
or
University Court, Maubach said

~~
~
The Great Lakes-Affiliate a

College and University Residmce
Halls conference is this weekend.
RHA will be going to the University

of W1SC011Sin-Stout to represent
Eastern and bringbacknewidemm

how to promote leadership and
diversity within the residence halls.

CORRECTIONS
An article in Thursday's edition of The Daily Eastern News b)cor- ·
rectly referenced the status of Ms. nisia Jones' criminal cases.·
According to Assistant State's Attorney Duane Deters, the original
warrant issued specified electrooic monitored home confinement, but
that warrant was changed since Jones fled from legal prosecution.
"Ms. Jones is not subject to a recognizance with electronic monitored home confinement. The initial warrant on the reckless homicide
did provide for those provisions; however, we received information
that she had absconded. Due to her flight, that warrant was quashed·
and a new warrant was issued. 1be new warrant requires the posting
of bail in the amount of 10% of $50,000.00," Deters said.
'The News regrets the error.
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His old haunts include a pizza
place and "Late Night with Conan
O'Brien," and on Friday night
Billy Burr is coming to Eastern.
The New York comedian counts
an appearance on the now-cancelled '"l\vo Guys, a Girl and a
Piu.a Place," and on the short-nmning "Tuwnies" among his TV
appearances. Burr will perform

stand-up at midnight Friday at 7th
Street Underground in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
as part of University Board's late
night comedy series.
UB Comedy Coordinator Bill
Welter said UB chose Burr because
he is an "up and coming comedian."
Welter also said that be tries to
bring in lesser-known comedians

but feels Burr is more we
than most.
Burr bas appeared on
shows as VHl 's "I Love the
Comedy Central's "Tuugh
and "The Chapelle Show."
Burr also promises
show ''will not suck."
Compiled by staff writer
Williams

Latin American politics foru
Hoffman film on this weeken
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So I'm in Tuxas right now. Yes,
yes, the big T. You might say to
yourself, "Wait a minute, how can
he publish this article while he's in
Tuxas? That's crazy." Although it is
crazy, I credit this miracle to the
wonder of e-mail.

Activities for Friday

+ SJrd Annual Midwest
Association for Latin American
Studies Conference: This thing is
goin' on all weekend at the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
At 12:45 p.m. Friday in the
University Ballroom, Nestor
Volga, project coordinator for the
International Union of Local
Latin
America
Authorities,
Division, Quito, Ecuador will
speak about urban poverty alleviation by local governments in
Latin America. At 1 p.m. Saturday
in the University Ballroom, Gene
Bigler, special assistant in the
Office of International Affairs,
Comandant of the United States
Coast Guard, Department of
Homeland Security, Washington
D.C., will present the topic, "Why
our Latin, A.merjcan Neighbors

WHAT'S
HAPPEN l·I '
Dan Valenzlano
ACTIVITIE S EDIT OR

are so Vital for the United States:
The Case of Panama." At 1:15 p.m.
Saturday in the University
Ballroom, Isaac Cohen, for mer
director of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean,
Washington, D.C., will lecture on
Economic Prospects in Latin
America. There's more happening
but I can't fit it all so if you're
interested, head on over there
Friday.

+

Party with the

Volleyball Gmne: at 7 p.m. ·
Arena. At this University

sponsored. event, students
ticipa.te in games and recei
it packs" which consist of
popcorn holders and
·
The popcorn thingies turn
ty sweet little megaphones.
one of these, and believe
they have an annoying
factor of about 9.7. Use th
fullest of your annoying ab·

Activities for Saturday

+ Party with the P
Football Tuilgating: at 11
the O'Brien Stadium ta"
area. You have the oppo
+ "Straw DoA's" at 6 p.m. in the as they say, "boogie d
Coleman Hall Auditorium: Tbe music performed live by "
film stars Dustin Hoffman and the There's free food and
Film Club serves free snacks at the had. On the release I got fi
event. After the show, people who · said, "free food and soda,"
watched the film get SO cents off refuse to call pop by th
aQYthing at Jackson Avenue "soda." I know some
Coffee. Now, that's a deal-way Florida who call eve
Even if they want an
better than K mart.
''Tell 'em what you think about (nectar of the gods), they'll
for a damn Coke. This. is
Kmart, Ray."
live in.
"Kn)&t '.:!lucks."
•
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ersity Board makes.
h financial request
time this semester, members
eraity Board have asked the
Board for money and have
several areas of their budget.
· Jennifer Kieffer and Theresa
AB Thursday to approve the
$1'll0 from UB 's budget for Subway
which will be served during tailday. AB approved the request

roval of the $2,000 request will
next week's Student Senate meet. Larry Ward, also student vice
business affairs, said, "I have a
going to pass next week at [stu-

"
ks ago, UB member Jessica
AB to approve spending $350 to
· . The request was denied but
nted again by Kieffer and
members also asked AB to
DUl'lchalse of T-shirts this semester.
for Subway was the fourth fundby UB but it won't be the last,
for the spring semester will
was budgeted for last year,
which will cause UB to request

more funds from AB.
"But we're going to come back to Larry next
week and he's going to fix that for us. It's going
to be a hunk of money," Kieffer said
Kieffer said UB Special Events. has gone
over its budget for catering by $12, while the
line item 4800 "Other ~ntractual" is over by
$895.38. The bu1k of the money was spent on
advertisements in The Daily Eastern News.
Kieffer said UB Special Events has also over
spent $2,570.61 from the "Supplies" line item in
its budget.
UB is divided into several different areas
including comedy, special events and production, and each group has its own budget,
Kieffer said.
Groups wanting to purchase clothing or food
must get approval from AB, Ward said.
Outman said the money was already in UB's
budget, but UB didn't know of the requirement.
"We didn't know we had to come here until
just this week," Outman said, but the event has
already been advertised in The Daily Eastern
News (ITALlCS) several times.
Kieffer said the UB is advised by graduate
assistants as well as the co-<:hairs.
As for why budgeting has become an issue
for UB, Kieffer said it's because budgets are
made six to eight months in advance and
because "we always have Quakin' in the Quad
and Family Weekend and those cost a lot of
money."
The Apportionment Board meets at 7 p.m.
Thursdays in the Arcolaffuscola Room of .t he
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Student

Government editor Kevin sampler

can be reached at k_sampierOhatmall.com

tution, bylaws to be reviewed
-.1ortM ........
GOVERNMENT

=:::
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A repair ban from Ameren CIPS works on powerlines Oct. 14 on Seventh
Street. A power outage at the Charteston Wasta Wamr 'n'eatment Amt
caused contaminat8d water to be Nleasad into Cassel CNek.

Plant replaces faulty

~.r.iwear-old

will debate
said. '"I'hl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~..,...~~..,..~~~111';-~
A specific issue Donash
need to be talked about."
The comments in the report said he would like to have the BJ Matt McCll1hy
are not actual changes, but senate discuss is the commu- STAFF WRITER
issues the committee discov- nication between the Student
ered, Judy said
The Charleston Waste Water treatment
Government and Recogni7.ed
"It's not an official bylaw Student Organizations.
Plant no longer needs to worry about a failchange,"· Judy said "It's my
Donash said he would like ure in notifying employees of a crisis
hope that individual senators the senate to give all RSOs because ~Y have replaced their 17-yeaN>ld
will try to make bylaw meeting agendas so groups automated dialer that caused a fish kill in
changes."
can come and address the sen- October.
On Saturday, Oct. 7, power went out four
Judy said everyone in the ate.
senate has different leadership
''May.be this is a better way different times at Charleston's water plant,
styles, which makes it hard for to get a lot of communica- which sends water through Cassel Creek on
the west side of town and under Polk
them to keep consistent.
tion," Donash said.
Kristen Giglietti, gover- Avenue. This led to an unknown number of
"It doesn't allow our organization to have that much consis- nance committee and senate dead fish in the creek.
tency," Judy said
"The diesel-powered emergency generamember, said the committee
The committee is not perma- read the bylaws to find things tors went on as they are supposed to, but
nent, but Judy said he thinks it that are in the wrong place or when power was sent through the air blowers that keep the air's oxygen levels regulatis important for the Student things that could be changed
Government to review every''We're doing this to make . ed, the generator's power was tripped up,"
thing they do.
sure things are clear and pre- said Dean Barber, Director of Public Works.
"I think every year, people cise," Giglietti said
The water blower, or "aerator'' as it is
The report includes com- sometimes called, breaks down sewage and
should review their goverments on senator grade point introduces oxygen to the water for correct
nance," Judy said
Kyle Donash, committee average
requirements, and safe levels of dispersal into Cassel
member and chair of the Senate responsibilities of Student Creek.
"In addition to the oxygen level not being
External Relations Committee, Senate committees and the ·
said the governance committee reviewing of senate require- high enough, the water had a high ammonia
read through each bylaw thor- ments.

automator
level which helped to infect the fish," plant
superintendent Kevin Diekroeger said.
The bad water affected the
that swim
in the river. In addition to the power failure,
a piece of the dialer which notifies workers
of a problem at the water plant malfunctioned.
The water was being contaminated with
insufficient waters throughout the night
until employees came to work the next day.
Barber said the plant was built in 1967 and
having a. dialer that was 17 years old is not
uncommon.
"There is no upgrade requirement for
equipment at water treatment plants
throughout Illinois; the people in charge are
supposed to maintain their own equipment
accordingly," said Joan Muraro spokesperson for the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency.
·
Muraro also said that no one is liable for
any of the problems in October. She said it is
not uncommon for a power outage to end in
a fish kill.
The IEPA said the fish kill that happened
is small compared to others in Illinois that
have happened in past years, including the
Cassel Creek fish kill in 2001.
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'Extreme Makeover' extremely ridiculoU

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."
EdllDrial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor

John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor

Jennifer Chiariello
Campus editor
and semimonthly

columnist
for The Deily

Eastern News

EDITORIAL

ChiarieRo also is

Gay music

a junior
journalism major
Sbe can be reached at
a4c;70elu.ec11

director was
unjustly axed
A music director at a suburban Chicago church
was recently forced to resign.
He is gay. Officials asked him to resign or
repent for not taking a chastity vow after he
taught music at the First Presbyterian Church for
13 years, an Associated Press article said this
week.
Tudd Diehl, 43, served as a teacher and someone that brought new faces to the 350-member
congregation for more than a decade.
One member of the
congregation said he
joined the church after
Thebbld~
bot. gay muelc
meeting Diehl, who

.......

ieiJiclW.11 a duda
taught him about music
In Downw's GroYe.
theory, playing the piano
and reading music.
ft'&sadto-•
''I don't plan on ever
~of~
)'t • '9ltglao 1hll
setting foot in that
pridas lt8llf on IOYe
church again," the
taleranoa.
teenager said.
He isn't the only one
in the congregation or the Downers Grove community unhappy about Diehl's absence.
The church fired someone with a talent, someone who added something to the lives of its congregation.
The church's decision came at a time when
other Christian denominations are reaching out to
the homosexual community or at least shouldering an accepting attitude.
V. Gene Robinson was ordained a bishop in the
Episcopal Churc.h Sunday, malting him the first
"openly gay man to rise to that rank in any of the
world's major Christian bodies," according to
another AP article.
Also, the Catholic church has recently talked of
offering more rights for same-sex parents that
raise their children in the Catholic faith.
Diehl was not a minister in the church and he
wasn't a new face either. The church allowed him
to make an impact over 13 years before Diehl felt
he bad to leave because of his sexual preference.
What if this happened at Eastern?
What if the university decided to deprive music
~ents of a professor because he's gay?
Diehl wasn't forcing his beliefs or preferences
on anyone. He was just teaching music. And if he
bad worked for anyone other than a church, this
would be considered open discrimination.
If be was doing more than having an positive
infiuence at the church, the AP quoted a lot of
misled members of the congregation. More than
one teenager said they considered not returning
to the church because of Diehl's removal.
Discrimination of this kind is ine:gcusable in a
. religion that considers itself tolerant and lOviQg
toward its fellow man.

The new ABC show, "Ememe
Makeover," has taken striving
toward enernal finery to a whole
new level.
For years, there have been televised makeovers which give men
and women a new haircut, new
clothes and makeup tips, bqt
never literally a new face.
"Ememe Makeover" selects
men and women who feel unattractive and gives them an array
of surgical reconstruction, Each
episode features two people, seen
first in their "before" phase, then
as they undergo various procedures. They are finally revealed
in a climactic unveiling of "the
after" when the candidates reveal
their new selves to their families
and friends.
Though the show claims to
makeover both men and women,
only three of the 17 makeover
recipients were men.
The idea behind the show is to
give people confidence and a new
destiny, but to surgically reconstruct women into walking Barbie
dolls does not reflect confidence
to me. Confidence is not something a person should have to look
to a kajfe to obtain and you
choose your destiny. And it certainly can't be found in a team of
surgeons and makeup artists.
·
I am in no way opposed to dental reconstruction or·even reconstructive surgery to burned,
scarred or disfigured victims or
single procedure patients, but
none of these women have been
involved in any accidents on the
shows I have viewed .
The "Ememe 'Ieam," will
often perform more than three or
four surgical procedures for each

"Th surgically recon-

struct women into
walking Barbie dolls
does not reflect
confidence to me."
makeover. The "Enreme 'Ieam,"
includes plastic surgeons, eye
surgeons and cosmetic dentists,
along with a team of hair and
makeup artists, stylists and personal trainers, led by an on-camera "Ememe Makeover" e:gpert.
While viewing several shows, I
noticed not a single woman
undergoing a makeover went
without breast implants.
The show, nearing its second
season, claims: ''This season will
feature more "news you can use"
tips about fashion, hair and makeup for the home viewers. The
only tips they seem to express are
find a million-dollar plastic sur- ·
geon and have him magically
mold you into a supermodel.
In the past, women have looked
to magazines for fashion and
beauty tips, with television,
movies and celebrities also setting fashion trends and perhaps
that will never change. Although
plastic surgery has been around
for some time now, it has never
been so encouraged or common.
I don't know what's worse, that
the show has actually performed
these surgical makeovers giving
patients ''the works" or that
America has bought into it and
more than 10 thousands applicants have applied for the nen
season.

This plastic surgery fad
become so common it has
reached the 18-20 crowd, gir
taking out loans for breast
implants before loans for
A month or so ago, I ran ·
old friend I grew up with and
seems she has recently bad a
growth spurt. She lives on
own, and although she has
plained it would be too hard
loans for college, she has
how mustered up the co
take loans to fund her breast
implants.
My best friend also has
ered the endeavor. She wor
certain orange-short-w ·
establishment where she is
minority of not having imp
'l\vo shows on TLC, ''What
to Wear" and "A Makeover
Story," give makeovers to
men and women, though p
nantly women, in a different
ner. These shows make over
applicants with makeup, ·
and clothing alone. Though
theme of how a person sho
look is still common, the
physical makeup is not alte
All three makeover shows
e:gemplify the idea looks tr
scend happiness; the idea of
importance for women to
perfect to feel good. Some
these shows will mention ·
e:gercise, but the main fOCU9
feeling good usually revolv
around surgically altered a
ances or high fashion desi
label clothing.
We may be moving forw
the medical field with the.
dures available;'but ~ arit
ing backward in the mental
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Network unrelaible, detriment to edueati
"404 Error-This page cannot be displayed."
Anyone who has had the
misfortune of being forced to
use the Booth Library computer lab knows that phrase.
That's what the computer
says when you try to log onto
AOL or Hotmail or almost
any site for that matter.
For the past two weeks, the
Internet has been running
slower than an old 14.4
modem and that's when it
runs at all. Simply sitting at
the computers in the computer lab is an exercise In self
control. And the problem

off campus, but from what I
have heard from those
friends of mine living on
campus the network fares a
little better in the dorms. The
one time in the last two
weeks I have been able to log
onto the net and check my email was 11:30 a.m. Monday,
and the network went down
soon after.
When I questioned the
library staff on this miraculous turn of events, they told
me the network would be
down until the following day.
They informed me the problems were being fmed and
~~'tend ~re.
t):Jat I would soon be able to
·"
. ...
__ .. ___ _
·1 M~tlie fortune bf-~-:
-~1'-~
e-mail, rese.rch·

my papers and log on to do
my Internet Banking through
the PAWS checking account.
Relieved, I came back the
following day to find the
.
same 404 error yet again. My
question to Eastern is this:
Wouldn't the funds you have
allotted for new health centers and parking lots and
even the purchasing of offcampus houses to make into
parking lots be better spent

on the necessities of a
ing environment; one
supports and assists
with their research, p
and overall welfare as
nologically literate
It's just a though, bu
am I? rm just a stu
Andy Caruso

senior English major
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Drive hopes to net
40 units of blood

ows
am to
wYork

By Nickl Kreger
STAFF WRITER

Service fraternity Alpha
Epsilon Delta will try to collect 40
units of blood Friday at the
Newman CathOlic Center during
an American Red Cross blood
drive.
While Delta Thu Delta. a social
fraternity, is the main sponsor of
the blood drive program this
year-they'll host four major
drives between fall and spring
semester-Alpha Epsilon Delta is
one of many groups sponsoring
minor blood drives this year.
Larry Ward, a senior finance
major, member of Delta Thu
Delta and president of the EIU
Blood Drive Committee, said
most of the groups "want to
host blood drives to provide a
beneficial service to the community and increase their own
community service participation."
According to the American
Red Cross, 9716 percent of people who live to the age of 72 will
require some type of blood
transfusion or blood product in
their lifetime.
Tracy Turbeck, American
Red Cross representative for
the Missouri-Illinois Blood
Services Region, said the goal

to be showcasing my

tterback said.

to leave Charleston as
and return as Jace Lane,
with a recording contract.
the stage name he chose for
because it's catchy.
to meet the right people
· t ·give me a recording
within six to eight
~:said

two scheduled performeach 15 minutes: 7 p.m.
y night at a nightclub
1be Pyramid and 12:05 p.m.
afternoon on the VIP

submitted photo

in Robinson.
· On the first attempt, he only
placed third but received encouragement from others who felt he
should have won.
"I knew I was better than what I
performed." said Utterback. And

~nSquareGard~. ~ the~ .Y~~

i)

r

c:

j

OC)

age limit for American Idol, he
said this is not an option for him.
If eligible, he would have tried
out for the reality show; he thinks
he definitely would have a spot in
the top 30.
"I woqld do it just to say I did

for this drive is to collect 40
units of blood, while the region
is responsible for collecting
1,000 to 1,200 total units a day.
"The importance of blood
donation is that it gives people an
opportunity,'' 'Ibrbeck said.
''When I talk to people at a blood
drive who have had their life
saved from blood transfusion, it
affirms what we do."
The American Red Cross
states that 60 percent of the
general public is eligible to
donate blood, and only five percent of those who are eligible do
so.
A new Web site has gone up
for the Missouri-Illinois region
where people can type in their
zip code and receive information on current blood drives in
their area, along with information on this specific region of
the American Red Cross. This
address is www.americanredcrossblood.org.
Also, starting Nov. 1, donors
must have a valid govemmentissued form of identification or
their Red Cross donor card in
order to donate.
'Ibrbeck said this is just a
safety precaution but is
required of all donors.

Revision to Physics
courses approved
·u

+Revisian I
0

caurses W't

'5P')lo:l On~it..!..l'\:11'\..~ l}fi(ll'J/ottransfer to the
t!t'teroack.>~tn ~sily ofRlin'ios.

haa:t.:u:.ome.:up withJ::;;; p~ b_=~•'!
right by W1llllll1g
"I hope to meet the
As far as
plish this, he threw a the same compehow often he
party on Halloween at tition, with Bon
right people that might uses his voice
· y's farm in Oblong, near Jovi's "Dead or
to ·attract the
Alive."
give me a recording
girls,
he
He recorded a
contract within six to
admits
he
demo on camdoes
it
pus,which
he
· ht
ths"
"E v e r y
will bring with
eig mon ·
chance I get; I
him to the festi--camdon unamact,
love women."
val and distribbullnala tlnance major
M us ic a 1
ute to industry
inspirations
executives.
for Utterback
Although his
include such
earliest experisolo artists as
ence performing was at age 8 as Rod Stewart and Lionel Ritchie,
the lead in a Christmas pageant, because "they've been around
he never considered his voice as forever. People still listen to their
a ticket to a career until recently. music today."
Last year he had been leaving
However, even if Utterback
Marty's with some friends when does not land a recording conhe began singing in efforts to tract or get a break in the music
impress a couple of random girls business through his participathey passed by.
tion in the festival, he will not be
According to Utterback, the dismayed from his dream.
girls turned around and said,
"I'll keep trying," he said.
"You need to be on American "Never give up on your dreams."
Idol"
But since his age surpasses the

$2,ooo to participate.

T

By Dan Renick
STAFF WRITER

'l\vo course revisions were made
and two new subcommittees were
appointed at Thursday's Council of
Academic Affairs meeting.
Physics Department Chair Keith
Andrews and physics professor
Leonard Storm met with the council to get two physics course revisions approved. The two courses,
PHY 2390, Statistics, and PHY
2400, Dynamics, are being revised
to comply with Illinois Articulation
Initiative so pre-engineering and
physics students can transfer the
credits to the University of Illinois,
Storm said.
The courses were approved, but
revisions to the course outlines
must be revised first.
The council also appointed two
new subcommittees.
The first subcommittee will p~
pose changes to the oouncil eleo-

tions, which are run by the Faculty
Senate and are coming up this
spring.
The council changed their bylaws last year when they went
from nine at-large positions to five
at-large positions and four positions for a member from each college, CAA Chair Andrew Methven
said.
The subcommittee is chaired by
Julie Dietz, health studies professor, and will have Doug Bock,
speech communication professor,
and student member John Bunker
serving.

"Because of the positions guaranteed for a c.ertain college, the
election depends on who's leaving,''
Methven said. "We're just trying to
give the senate some insight on
how to run it"
The second subcommittee is to
develop guidelines for past courses
that will now offer technolOBY
driven courses.
The subcommittee includes
journalism professor James
Tidwell, technology professor
Larry Helsel and secondary education professor Pat Fewell
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climbOO from
student to housing
dirretor to top
..,.,.rn'I'
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people. .and let them go do their
job," Hencken said.
ID 1970, Hencken became the
888istant director of housing. As
.mstant director, Hencken was in
dlaqe of all of the men's residence
t.lle. He was responsible for applications, room assignments and programming.
The next year Hencken became
tM associate director of housing
and assumed all women's halls as
well as the men's residence halls.
"While I was assistant and associate director of housing, universities
.U over were changing big time,"
S.cken said. "Visitation rules,
women's curfew and other rules and
-.uJations were being adapted."
Danald Kluge was the director of
housing while Hencken was serving
as 818istant and associate director
of housing. When Kluge retired,
Hencken assumed the director of
housing position in 1975.
"We were continuing to mak.e
improvements in the residence halls
whim I bec:ame director of housing,"
Hmcken said.• "You have a goal
whatever your position is to leave
the job better than where you found
it. We continued to expand services
and improve services."
As far as improvements went,
phone lines, cable TV and micro
fridaea were introduced to the residence halls during the 70s and 80s.
wu natural for me to do the
If.I: I could and make a difference
ill whatever job I had," Hencken
llid. "I wanted the students to be
lllCCel8ful. I wanted to tell people
bow important it is to go to class. I
believe that students should know a
..-iDg staff and faculty."
Current housing director Mark
Rlldaon worked with Hencken while
they were both part of the
Rlliclence Hall Association.
"(Hencken) always struck me as a
penon who cared about students,"
llud8on said. "He was interested in
JGU a a person and he wanted to
help make everyone's college experience great. He was thoughtful and
t111B1ed. He wasn't wildly outgoing,
llut be was very personable.
"Hencken has a tremendous
memory. He is very good with
names. He is a great role model and
M bas a great sense of humor. When
I met him he was the most high-

rankina person that I wu in contact
with at the university. I just thoulht
tremendously positive things about
the university because of my interactions with him," Hudson said.
In November 1989, Hencken
became the first associate vice
president for student affairs. At this
time he was also the director of
housing. As AVPSA, Hencken was
responsible for university housing,
dining services, Greek Court, conferences, 350 civil service and
administrative employees, more
than 1,200 student employee and a
budget of $24 million.
In May 1992, Glenn Williams, who
was vice president for student
affairs, retired after 22 years at
Eastern and· Hencken took over.
Current vice president of student
affairs Shirley Stewart took
Hencken's place as AVPSA.
"My main job was to provide
services for students and to do
everything I could to make life as
best for the students as possible so
they could do what they came here
to do," Hencken said.
Current associate director of
housing Mark Shaklee started at
Eastern as the assistant director of
housing in 1978 and has worked at
Eastern for 25 years.
"(Hencken) has always been
extremely concerned about students and their well-being," said
Shaklee. ''That always came first.
He was always very open, and the
housing offices always had an opendoor policy. He is a good person,
and an easy person to work with. He
has always been fair and honest and
upfront with people."
As VPSA Hencken took on many
more responsibilities including
admissions, orientation, career
services, registration and records,
judicial affairs, financial aid, a
budget of $50 million, the athletic
.department and the counseling center,
"Among other improvements we
began Internet access in residence
halls and a 24 -hour computer Jab,"
Hencken said.

1111'1:

Hencken, oouncil
support late night
bus route from pllM
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

been drinking was also
discussed, an idea Hencken
supported.
"I would really like to see
the bar owners take some
social reaponsiltility," said
Lisa Flam, student vice
president
for
student
affairs. A lllte night bue
would prevent stw.deats getting hurt or causing problems when walking home,
Flam said.
"They're not walking
through community members' yards, they're not urinating in public, et cetera,"
Flam said.
Hencken also expressed
concern for student safety
and was against students
driving to Champaign for
later bar hours.
"We're concerned about
people qrinking and driving
back and forth between
Champaign," Hencken said.
Several memben of tile
meeting didni feel aren6ing the bar hour to 2 Lm.

woulcJ stop home parties; an
arpment IQPCll'tel'I hoe
med to lupfOl't tile chanae.
"I believe the majority
that go to the house parties
are those who cani get into
the bars," Rennels said.
Flam agreed with Rennels
and said house parties are
more dang"erous than a bar.
"I'm disgusted at times
when I hear about stories
from house parties," Flam
sul. "Unsafe things are
loins en at house partie1J,"
lheadded.
acbn suggested a
chaqe durinl the meeting
that htt 8llicl was given to
llim by University Police
Department workers.
By makinl the bar hour
2:15 Lm. but only serving
alcohol until 2 Lm., every
bar in the city wouldn't let
out at the same time, making
it easier on UPD officers,
Hencken said.
"'Having that 15 minutes
where people could . finish
their drinks and walk out
gradually," would be a benefit, he said.
Rennels said the · issue
could be diacussed by the
city council as early u the
nest meeting. ·

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8A

''They are on home
that's just the way it is,"
said. "We have experience
so hopefully that will
through the team from the
enced players to some
younger ones."
Howe said her team is j
ing for a little respect and
wants to keep the respect his
has already earned.
from the beginning of the
the Panthers expected n ·
than an OVC Tuumament
onsbip.
''This is now a two g
son," Ballard said. "Unless
these two games, we will be
pointed."

Jones:

to remain on the
inactive list

Shooting:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8A

Witnesses oonnret.00 rm; jersey soon at
both crime srenes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

seeing a Dodge Intrepid in the alley.
Bumphus said the person in the backyard told him to
have his friend come talk.
Sho y after Bumphus arrived, accor ·

InJw7200ltlllb'-PreaNent~~:ei!ll

Surles resigned for fiialth 1reaa0ns.
She appointed Hencken as interim
president.
Beginning in the fall of 2001, the
search for a permanent president
was unsuccessful. The search was
postponed by Eastern's Board of
'Ihlstees.
A second search was supposed to
take place this year but was terminated in favor of a 6-1 vote by the
BOT. The BOT believed Eastern
already bad their future president
in Hencken.

Hill's report said a shot was heard shortly afterward
and the occupants hit the floor, they all reported hearing
five to seven shots fired.
When the shots ceased, according to Hill, the Intrepid
was no longer in the alley.
A few minutes later, Charleston Police Department officers Giordano and Peterson found Griffin and Lovemore
in an Intrepid near Domino's Pizza on Lincoln Avenue and
Seventh Street.
Following their arrest, police brought the house's occupants to the arrest scene, where Griffin and Lovemore
were identified as the suspects seen behind the home.
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thers play season fin~e at North Carolin
match against North
· mark the end of two
the Panthers. .The
end the 2003 season
'-others and will also
the careers of seniors
, Becky Carlson and

says the final match is for the seniors on the team.
"Everyone on the team is gohlg
to be playhlg their best for the
seniors," Graziano said.
Graziano appreciates what
Archer, Carl80D and ".DiaJle have
done for the rugby program.since
it began just a few years ago.
"They have always given a lot
of effort uid kept the team
together by providiJla a lot of
leadership," G-.Oo said.
"Whenever we ave needed a big
play, they've been able to come up
with a play."
The senior group will be one
Graziano will not look forward to
having to replace when the season
comes to an end.
.
"Becky has always come up

"Everyone is going to
be playing their best
for the seniors."
--flw* ......

with a big play when we've needed
one," he said. "Kate has always
given us a big kick and run in a big
game. Early in the Stanford match
with both Becky and Kate injured,
Mary gave us a huge lift when she
made a big tackle and scored to
give us a comfortable lead."
The one thhlg Graziano hopes
his younger players learned from
Archer, Carlson and 'Dlake is that

bard work pays off.
"The one thing that helped
them at school and learn the game
better was their hard work,"
Graziano said.
The North Carolina match
should be no different for the aeniors.
Graziano said the seniors on the
team are gohlg to come out motivated even though they know very
little about the 'I8r Heels.
''We have not seen them play in
a couple of years. We do not know
what to expect from them,"
Graziano said.
From the information Graziano
has received, he said the 'DlrHeels are a very similar team to
the Ohio State Buckeyes because
of their athletic players.

In practice, the Pantben baft
limi1m the numbers of drilla tbllJ
have done throughout the--..
The Panthers have concentnd811
more on perfecting the . . ._...
their game plan. Grazi·_..~..
They have done tbia
scrimmqes during practice.
The Panthers will use tbeir
usual game plan for the 'I8r Heall
Graziano said.
"On offense, we need to llt •
to a good start and put SQlat
points up on the board. oa
defense, we need to apply in-defensive pressure and not i .
them get out of their backfilkl,
Graziano said. "Hopefully, we can
have them on their heels the
entire match, like we did to
Stanford."

Rnale:

Chandra Hensley to play final
game at Lan1z Arena
•

the top 25 teams in the
be in attendance includ(8), Ohio State (15),
(16),
Central
9), Wisconsin (20) and
State(21).
teams
include
m, Eastern Michigan,
State, Northern Illinois,
Findlay,
SUNY
Muskegon Community
Gfand>v..ll• S-.~ •'-i

'\vlll...rb~i"W' S'diitlfay

and medal matches
at 1 p.m. Sunday. There
no team scores and all
will be competing for
;i the double-elinUna-
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8A

Although the Eagles ·and Colenels both ba9e
impressive records and teams, the Panthers are
not intimidated by what they have to offer.
"We're not scared at all, we're actually excited,n
said sophomore middle hitter Megan Kennedy.
-.U and MSU have both had some losses and it'1
turn to go after them when
t1a8y're down."
As a teaJQ, Eastern wants to ·
fecus on playing together and
llvhlg it their best shot against
the conference's best competition.
With only four more conference games to play, wins this
weekend are a must for the
Panthers. Eastern is currently Chmldrl ...._
tied with Thnnessee Tuch at
seventh place and only two
games behind Austin Peay and Jacksonville State.
'lb enter the OVC tournament, at least a sizth
place finish is needed. A pair of wins could brins
forth an upward move in the OVC for the
Panthers.
This weekend's matches both begin at 7 p.m. in
Lantz Arena
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vs. Morehead State

.

Friday, November 7, 2003
Volleyball vs.

BA

Eastern Kentucky

7

p.m.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Two teams of a different kin
• ovc

opposites play i:n
taurnament semifinal
By Matt Wiiiiams
SPORTS EDITOR

Jacksonville State head coach
Lisa Howe isn't afraid. In her
team's first year playing in the
Ohio Valley Conference, it meets
Eastern in the conference tournament semifinals at 4 p.m. Friday in
Birmingham, Ala.
Eastern h,as won the previous
two tournament titles and has one
of the best forwards in the country
in senior Beth Llesen. Yet Howe
remains confident.
"We have respect for them, but
not fear," Howe said. "We feel like
we can do some good things."
This will be a meeting of exact
opposites. All season long
Jacksonville State has kept opponents out of its net while all
Eastern has done is put in goal
after goal with its high-powered
attack.
During the season the Panthers
averaged 2.53 goals per game with
48 goals, both being tops in the conference. While the Panthers were
putting up the offensive onslaught,
the Gamecocks were playing
defensive.
Jacksonville State allowed just
15 goals and had a league leading
12 shutouts with a tight defensive
corps.
"We think we are difficult to
score against," Howe said. "We
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Easl8m midllelder Tai LaRoche makes a pass In a gmne against Jacksonv9e Stata Oct. 10, at Lakeside Fleld.
The P•lltas wil get a rematch of 1helr 1-1 tie with the Gamecocks Frtday In the OVC Tounwnant.

only allowed two goals in conference all season. ~ m'JlO~
tery to our garne:'Pian?ofobeiba

defensively organized."
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Panthets,
play horn

Renewing a close
OVC rivalry
•In the l.ast seven games
against Tennessee Tech,
the game has been decided
b'y 11 points or less
By Matthew Stevens
ASSOCIATIVE SPORTS EDITOR

On a day where Eastern will be
celebrating a past season to
remember, the Panthers will be
trying to finish off a season that
has been disappointing.
The good news is the Panthers
will be facing a Tennessee Tech
team, which they've experienced
recent success against and is having a lackluster 2003 campaign as
well. The Golden Eagles have lost
four straight contests and rank
100th out of 121 schools in scoring
defense, giving up 30 points per
game.
The Panthers have won six of
the last seven against Tunnessee
Tech, but all of them have been
decided by 11 points or less.
"It doesn't seem to matter if it's
a high scoring game or defensive
struggle, they have all been
close," Eastern head coach Bob
Spoo said "I can't imagine that it
will be any different this weekend"

Offense
Eastern's offense fails to rank
higher than 74th in any category
which has obviously hindered its
ability to put points on the scoreboard.

Eastern quarterback Andrew
Harris is only averaging nearly
108 yards passing per game with
only a total of two touchdowns

through the air.
In last week's loss to Tennessee
State, the Panthers only managed
seven points offensively, but
Spoo was pleased with the overall
effort in his inexperienced
offense which started a thirdstring true freshman at tailback.
''We played with a lot of emotion at Tunnessee State, so I'm
proud of our effort against one of
the best teams in the league,''
Spoosaid.
Panther fans would be shocked
if they were told red~shirt freshman Vincent Webb would be lead. ing the squad in rushing.
The St. Louis native has outrushed preseason All-America
candidate Andre Raymond by 136
yards but Webb and Raymond
have both battled nagging
injuries throughout the season.
"We were forced to start
(freshman
running
back)
Ademola Adeniji because of
injuries to our backfield,'' Spoo
said.
The Golden Eagles were confident going into the season with
none of the 11 starters on offense
being juniors or seniors but quarterback Robert Craft was injured
in the fifth game.
"I think the big key with them
has been the loss of their quarterback because he handled so
much," Spoo said.
Head coach Mike Hennigan has
gone with a two-quarterback system with sophomore Darrius
Mohn and freshman Joey Bailey.
Tennessee Tech is second in the
Ohio Valley Conference in rushing
with 171 yards per game. The tailback attack is led by senior Jason
Ballard who is averaging 81.6

''These are just three p
who play really well tog
Howe said. ''They're all good
lers of the ball."
Liesen will lead the P
attack with her OVC lea ·
goals and has a supporting
Sharyne Connell (seven g
'Iii.sha Walter (four goals,
assists).
In the two teams' first m
this year they came to a 1-1 tie
Eastern out-shooting Jae
State 16-6. Eastern coach
Ballard said his offense m
more successful this time
''We've always been an a
team and that has been the
of our team,'' Ballard said
attack with numbers, but we
need to finish the opportuni ·
.Playing
in
Ala
Jacksonville State will get
what of a home field adv
away from home. Eastern
travel nearly 530 miles
Jacksonville State has an hour
a half drive from Montgo
Ala., to Birmingham, Ala.
"It's kind of nice to feel
maybe Samford could be our
ond home for this,'' Howe. ·
But traveling doesnit
Ballard one bit. Eastern has
win the tournament Oil tlre91
ritory the past two seasons
Ballard doesn't see why this
can't be any different.

~ITT!iGLU "J19l!

finale
+Eastern plays the
and 3 t,eams in the ·

to fini.sh hmn.e sched
By Julie Bourque
STAFF WRITER

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS

Frestman tail>ack Ademola Adenljl will be in the starting lneup this week
because of Injuries to Andre Raymond and Vincent Webb.

yards per game, which is third
highest in the OVC.
Advantage: Tennessee Tech

Defense
The Panthers are &ivin« up 351
yards. and nearly 23 points per.

game and will have to seal up a
rushing defense that is allowing
154 yards on the ground.
"If we can maintain the intensity throughout the way, we're confident we'll finish on a strong
note," Spoo said
SEE RIVALRY •
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Eastern Illinois' volleyball
will face a pair of competitive
ference matches during
Weekend, where it will
only senior Chandra Hensley.
. Panthers take on Morehead
University on Friday and
Kentucky University on Sa
Eastern
Kentucky
Morehead State both have
bettering Eastern's in the OVC
overall seasons.
With an 8-4 OVC record and
10 overall record, the
Kentucky Colonels will
major heat to Lantz Arena.
year, Eastern maintained an
record against Eastern Ken
winning the first match, but l
the second matchup later in
season. Friday is the premi
this year's matchup between
Panthers and the Colonels.
The Morehead State Eagles
der directly behind confi
leading Murray State, who ·
Eastern this season with a 3-0
The Eagles post a 1~2
record, exceeding Eastern'•
five games. Morehead also b
to the court junior outside ·
Jennifer Kennedy, who o
intimidating record of 4.22
per game, out doing the
team-leader Erica Gerth's r
of4.06 kpg.
SEI! fl11ALE
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REVIEW THIS

'Matrix Revolutions'

THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS

Third film in the sci-fi trilogy
surprises with its plot.

Frtday, November 7, 2003
Secllon B

***

Page38

Ola
alrix revolution
hype and culture of an alleged modem classic
l'lachowski brothers really, really want to start a revolution, one can see.
tely for them, as well as the American public, they can't tell a story on an epic
that's why the first Matrix film worked so well, because it only hinted at its epic
erything was confined in scale. In the "real world" the scope of the setting was
•ted to the interior of the "Nebuchadnezzar,'' Morpheus' hovership. Inside the
settings were Claustrophobic, gloomy and gothic.
nd film in the trilogy, 'The Matrix: Reloaded,'' tried so desperately to
conception of the films as a whole. ~d in this attempt the Wachowskis
ably. Instead of presenting an epic world, which was undoubtedly the
· goal for the final films, the situations and environments seem forced
ral. The last human city, Zion, seems like a filthy techno-rave nightretains no semblance to its allegorized counterpart. Action within the
es place in large open areas for the most part, isolating the charac. their environments, giving the film an empty look. The token
" comic relief and cheesy dialog don't help much, either.
do-philosophy and meaning mis-inserted into the films by intellecondriacs is laughable at best. Yet many college students take these
their cyber-Bible, fan boys scour every frame of the films looking for
erences to Isiah and Genesis. Other than the concept that a given
not real, (simply ripped from the philosophy of Descartes) there are
ideas presented in the narrative of tJte films. The characters present
.t-0 speak ot, -and -the Wachowskis seem to have no clear underof what they wish to convey to the audience.
w, despite all the flaws of the second film, people all over the world
Wachowskis for producing a brilliant and compelling world.
ly, though I am the minority, I am not alone in my unfavorable
the second chapter of the Matrix trilogy. Kane, a graduate speech
· tions student, described the matrix films as " ... a spectacularly
foray into science fiction film making. It is a perfect illustration
ilappens when marginally talented filmmakers are given more time
ey than necessary to craft a science fiction film. Whatever promtrix movies once had to become truly epic has been completely
since the release of portions two and three ...What once appeared
ambitious undertaking by the brothers Wachowski has since
a tutorial in deductive film making ." Another student said "I've
them. I have no desire to see them."
·
atudents praise the films. Ryan, a graduate student, said he
fan of the trilogy due to two main factors, kung-fu and gun
He expressed that "The Matrix: Reloaded" " ...was really
er than the first." Randy, a university employee, owns
two films on DVD and praises the series for its gee-whiz
fects. It's not hard to see the appeal of the films to a
·ence. Each of the films has something to offer for
. For some it's the action, for others the art-direcnot a coincidence that the fil·ms have so many facets
ce identification.
t Wed., Nov. 5, 'The Matrix: Revolutions' synchroed worldwide, dictating an 8 a.m. show time for
r souls inhabiting the Central Standard Time
wed up to Showplace 8 expecting the worst,
pleasantly surprised by the lack of mediocrity .
'hapter of the trilogy. Other viewers were
·ving or enthused as was I. Said Mary
ior graphic design major, "I was kind of
ted ... it was open-ended."
the theatre, I overheard another cinemaMary's comments, "I felt kind of cheatit was an ending, but not really an
They Jeft it open." Response towards
thus far has not been overwhelmingly
but I must admit it was far better than
ed. it to be. Perhaps ·'The Matrix:
' is the sort of film that can only be
iated by those who abhorred the second film. Why, you ask? Because the
· fixed almost all of the mistakes they made in "The Matrix: Reloaded."
t what good film making always turns out to be: an apology? I don't
any case, the Wachowskis are apologizing, and I'll be damned if I won't
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CONCERT REVIEW

Ben Turner gives his favorite
rocks stars of all time

Ben Erwin reviews Nash Kato's
Halloween show at Friends &
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CONCERT CALENDAR
Green Mountain Grass, The Safes
and John Mayer all appear in the
area this weekend

•
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PAYlllTE FIVE

Rock Stars
Turner's picks

.........

Stan Writer

He Is also a gradUllle sludent in
Technology.
Hecanbe

..::ta:! at elginbe110holmall.<:01T1

unpredictable, unstable and, when be
wanted to churn a crowd into frenzy,
unstoppable.
John Densmore, Robbie Krieger and
Ray Manzarek didn't know what to
expect half the time. So how was the
audience supposed to have any idea of
what be might do while on stage? He got
the Doors banned from Dade County and
Sullivan. He was a punk and a genius,
but, most of all, a rock star.

5. Thay lommi - When you ask someone
to name one member of Black Sabbath,
probably about three-quarters of the
time you'll get the response "Ozzy
Osbourne."· Of course, most radio stations don't help this phenomenon, especially the one's that tease you with backto-back Ozzy, play something from Ozzy's
solo catalog and then Black Sabbath.
While Ozzy may have bad the most success as a solo artist, the most important
element of Sabbath was Tony Iommi and
his mind-blowing guitar work. He isn't
outspoken, he isn't really in the public
eye any longer, and thus, he's sometimes
forgotten about.
There are certain characters iil a band
that lend themselves to the rock star persona, and the lead guitarist is one of
them. I have this mental picture of him: a
dark, ominous figure dressed in black
and carrying the guitar riffs only Satan
could have traded him.
Without Sabbath, and specifically
iommi, metal and stoner rock as we now
know it may not exist. For that reason,
and regardless of how he carried himself, Iommi will always be one of the
greatest rock stars ever in my eyes. Not
only did he create a plentiful catalog of
his own work, but be also provided the
inspiration for the innovation in bard
rock to follow.

•
•••
•

•
•
:
•
•
•

Large 1 Topping Pl
$8.95 +tax

345-3400
Not valid with any other offer.
Offer expires December 31, 2003

2. Bon Scott - As one of the few rock
stars whose demise set off a chain reaction, he allowed the band he left behind to
reach even loftier stages of stardom.
AC/DC was huge ·prior to Scott choking
on bis own vomit early one February
morning in 1980. But it was after his
death the Australian outfit exploded into
one of the biggest bands on the planet.
Scott had experienced small-scale success with bis various Aussie projects
before collaborating with the Young
brothers for their 1974 debut "High
Vol~e." It was that experience that
allowed AC/DC to maximize its potential.
With Scott fronting the show and captivating the audience's attention, the
Young Bros. were able to attain their own
confidence and experience.
"Back in Black" is arguably the greatest tribute album ever. It was AC/DC's
way of saying "thank you" and permanently solidifying SCott's place in rock
lore. In the barren wasteland of commercial bard rock in the '80s, is there another album tbat delivers quite like "Back in
Black?" Scott lived like a rock star, partied like a rock star, carried himself like
a rock star and died like a rock star. It
was What be wu meant to be.

4. Steve Albini - Is it possible to be a
rock star if you · have consistently
shunned commercial succeaa and major
label involvement? You bet it ia.
While be would probably dispute bis
name being mentioned with this topic,
1, Roanle V.Z.t - As the undisputed
Albini's body of work - from bis bands to
bis musical engineering to bis signifi- leader of southern rock's most identificance in the Chicago inusic community able outfit, VanZant was a "Free Bird"
over the last 20 years - cannot be and "Double 'Irouble." He helped form
ignored.
Lynyrd Skynyrd in high school and was
He experimented with Big Black, the -band's. driving force ~til he was
pissed people off with Rapelhb ind "kllletr inS$n9'1W,OmSl.lpyrdlllalbarti1111
finally appeared to get things right with c;;tRWDI 1,ifllio J§.1>Q.ifiMiRP.\ sw.a~_P.
in
Shellac. He is an an•log purist who l~:''He was pr61>1Mf'Ut~mmt11~1W{!
demanded the (irst Shellac album be dent frontman of all time.
released on 180-gram vinyl prior to CD.
He grew up in poverty in Jacksonville,
Albini recordings always have .a real and not exactly the best place to plant the
raw anesthetic to them, like you're roots of confidence. Street fights and
watching the band perform in some b~ baseball stardomin bis youth probably
ment not listening to them on a recorded helped more. Vanzant wu backed by
format.
more than just a southern rock band;
He bas recorded the likes of Nirvana, Skynyrd in its prime
Bush, Pixies, the Breeders, P.J. Harvey,
was a rock 'n' roll orchestra. But withChevelle, Helmet and I could go on and out a strong and capable frontman,
on.
Skynyrd would have been a muaical
"Steve Albini came to reflect the defin- mesa. VanZant provided tbe at.mility. He
ing values of college rock- a fierce sense wrote introspective 80llP alNNt life and
of indej,endence and complete refusal to 88lll them in such a way rbat JGU know
be affected by major labels or album "this bird you cannot cbanp.•
·
sales,"
wrote
John
Bush
for
But Skynyrd never took itself too Mriallmuaic.com. It is this type of mentality oualy,u tunes like "'Saturday Ntalat
that makes Albini a rock star, even if it's Special," •Gimme Back llJ Bullets" ad
iri some other qu.aat-rock star universe.
•1 Aint the One" demoutratea. He W
such m influence • his badmatM fllat
3• .Ila ........._ - •1 am the Lizard when tbe remaining members of SkJlqrd
King, I can do anything." That's rilbt Jim needed to pay tbe bllla apin, tbeJ b8w'
you could pretty much do anything.
only another VanZant (little brotber
A member of the "Forever 27" group of Johnny) wu the only-one_that CRld
muaicians, who were taken much too replace a tndf one-of-a-kind maical
early, Morrison was one of the most bril- icon.
liant and poetic frontmea of arpably the
Next w•k'I Favorite Five topic will
last sreat era of commercial rock 'n' roll.
Nobody sounded like the Doors in be: Ta.aVlllOJll PERIONAU"l'ID. ESouthern California in the '608, and, bell, mail jour PAY• 5 Uata te eiuveraeebOtnobody sounds like them now. He is per- maU.com•. If you'd like 1D review any
haps the moat disturbed and haunted • CD's or movies, call Amber or Kelly at
frontman of his time. la there anyone 511-2812. AllO •mail us any requests,
who gives life to the phrase inner- comments or sugeations you have about
demona more than Morrison? He was The Verge.

ome
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Southside Church of Christ
Sunday: Bible Study - 9:30 am

Worship - 10:30 am
Evening worship -

a:oo p'ffi

Midweek Service

Wednesday - 7:00 pm
Preacher Wesley Key 258-8326
Church Phone: 234-3702

-HOME OF THE ELEPHANT EAR TENDERL
open from 7am-8pm all week
• 811J81rfut All Day •Burgers
• Homemade Pies • Beef Sandwiches

U!l1'lt~~
Restaurant Calering
&

'lbp 10 modern rock

lllnPs. courtesy of

blllboard..ccm:
1. "So Far Away''-staind
2. ''Weak And Powerless,"- A Perfect
Circle
3. ''Numb,"- Linkin Parle
4. "Still Frame,"- 'Il"apt
5. ''Feeling This,"- Blink-182
6. "(I Hate) Everything About You,"Three Days Grace
7. "Away From Me,"-Puddle Of Mudd
8. ''Faint,"-Linkin Park
9. ''The Hardest Button Th Button,"-The
White Stripes
10. "Someday,"-Nickelback

1bp 10 modem lllp bop.and RU alngles,
courtesy al hlllM• Ualn:

1. "Stand Up," Ludla18
.
2. "Holidae In," aDngy Featuring Ludacria
&SnoopDogg
3. ''Damn!," Y«JlqBlnodZ
4. ''Rain On Me,.. Ashanti
5. "Step In The Name Of lDVe," R. Kelly

·~r ~RutAarur·
SLEEP IN, EAT OUT

SIERVING BREAKFAST UNTIL 2 P.M.
EVERYDAY
7th & Madleon • 1 block Nofth of the Courthouse • 345-7427

6. ''Walked Outta Heaven," Jagged Edge
7. "Baby Boy," Beyonce Featuring Sean
Paul

8. ''The Way You Move," OutKast
Featuring Sleepy Brown
9. "Get Low," Lil Jon & The East Side
Boyz Featuring Ymg Yang Twins
10. "Read Your Mind," Avant
Jesse Wu, CtJ{JJ editor

Amber Jenne, Verge editor
~McCabe, ~te Verge editor

MallaP/~·f:DP1aur~ -

t

Avian Carrasquillo, Design
- Ksvin Coulton ·,f:mJer.1.lesjgn .

• CD's $3.W14 for $1 O • DVD's $6.5014 for $20 •
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Matrix Revolutions' surprises viewe
like high art to me.
But what about the plot?
After
Naturally, I was surprised at almost seeing the second film, I questioned the
every turn with bow tastefully and well- Wacbowskis' ability to effectively tell an
executed ..Revolutions" played out. The epic story. Now I just think that they bad
Wacbowakia took the movie exactly where · issues with their second act. "Reloaded"
I wanted it to ao, mixing tried-and-true ele- didn't really take the stOry of "The Matrix"
ments from multiple film genres, and f"mal- any place new. It just provided the exposily bringing everything to a bighly app~ tion necessary to tell "Revolutions" with
priate concluaiQn.
style.
Visually, the movie succeeds on nearly
This is not to say I didn't have problems
every level. Unlike the questionable with the film. 1be existence of the Matrix
graphics in the second film, the special has never made sense to me. 1be movies
effects here are incredibly well done.
claim the machines keep humans around as
The movie contains a great sequence a source of power, but that doesn't jive. It's
where one of the pad ships is barreling way too inefficient of an energy solution to
through an acceaa tunnel at high velocity, have been thought up by a machine.
sort of like a Millennium Falcon on crack. I'd rather have seen the machines maintain
We also get to see quivering masses of ten- this artificial world out of reverence for
tacled machines flying about, and an enor- their human creators. With this scenario,
mous drilling machine malfunction and the renegade humans in Zion could see
plummet dramatically.
these machines as their enslavers, while

the machines orlgbt just consiclw ..._
selves benevolent zookeepers.
Or Jlll'baps this "artificial intelligence" ceuld

have wanted to study and learn
human emotion and intuition, as in "Dmk
City". There are plenty of such 8CieDce flltion clicbU out there that'd make far a
more elegant plot point-but no such luc:k.
Also, naming one of your cbaract.-.
"General Mifune" is about the Jameat way I
can think to tip your bat to Akira
KU1'088wa. Ob, its cute because he's Asian
and he's a soldier. Sorry guys, but no.
In the grand scheme, these are minor
complaints. I must say again that "'lbe
Matrix Revolutions" more than surpassed
my expectations, though the bar wu not
set high after "Reloaded." I went in the tlJ&.
ater just itching to bash it, but the
Wachowski's have won me over. Perhaps it
was inevitable.

e Actually' not just holiday romantic comedy ·
are two things you
front about the new
"Love Actually."
dly sentimental,
the relentlessly
that love is

split seconds before a scene
becomes unbearably corny.
Or perhaps it's the terrific cast
he's assembled for bis directorial
debut,
including
Emma
Thompson, Liam Neeson, Alan
Rickman, Colin Firth, Laura
Linney, Billy Bob Thornton and of
course, that perennial of British
romantic comedy, Hugh Grant appearing here as no less than the
prime minister of Britain.
1be fl.Im stakes out its ground
in the first moments, with real
scenes of happy reunions at the
Heathrow arrivals terminal. Love,
Grant declares in a voiceover,
really is all around.
1be evidence follows: We track
20 or 80 loosely interconnected
Londoners in various stages of life
and love - just before Christmas,
naturally.
There's the new prime minister,
who OD bis first day .ja ,office

aide (the British TV and pop star have a bot girlfriend within minAs for Grant, it ·may be far.
Martine Mccutcheon) who serves utes...
fetched to imagine him as prime
him tea and can't seem to control
And so on. But the best story is minister, but that's nothing comher salty language...
that of Billy Mack, the aging rock pared to the leap it takes to accept
There's the comfortably mar- star who is cynically reissuing bis Billy Bob Thornton as the U.S.
ried . couple (Rickman and old bit in time for Christmas, with president. It's fun to watch tbe
Thompson) who are getting just a the word "Cbristmaa" substituted two square off at a joint news cmbit TOO comfortable, as the wife for "love." Mack, in a deliciously ference, momenta after the akirtlearns when her husband becomes · funny and dirty portrayal by Bill chasing president (yes, he bu a
dangerously infatuated with a Nigby, hits the airwaves to ~ southern accent) baa made Cl9llll
lusty employee...
mote bis record but can't stop advances on the PM's chosen
There's the brooding widower himself from being brutally hon- woman.
(Neeson) caring for bis 10-year- eat. Asked to send a message to • Yes, you may end up feeling
old stepson (the adorably doe- bis young fans, be obliges: "Kids, manipulated when you find youreyed Thomas Sangster) who is don't buy_drugs. (Beat.) Become a self chuckling over Grant's prime
desperately, agonizingly in love pop star, and they'll give you them minister boogieing through tbe
with the coolest girl in school..
for free!"
balls of 10 Downing St. to the
There's the mystery-novel
Apart from Nighy, the best Pointer Sisters' "Jump (For My
writer (Firth) who beads to the work comes from Thompson, who Love)," or sense a tear forming as
south of France to recover from a with a mere glance can add depth the love-triumphs-over-all ending
broken heart and falls for bis and meaning to a throwaway line. reaches its poignant climu.
Portuguese cleaning woman...
It's truly excruciating to watch
That seems besides -the point.
There's the sex-starved sand- her slowly reali7.e that her bus- There are far worse things that
wicb delivery guy who spends all band's attentions are shifting to being pleasantly manipulated for
bi8 1..DI0118f1'J on .-. ·ticket ·. to bis younger and prettier col- two hours. Especially around
Christmas.
W'. .nein.. con~~ that he'll league. · ·

king to the stars for the answers
~hor.olcopaarejictitious

/or entertainment purposes.

23-Nov. 21). Chaos will erupt
dear

~io.

People may

opinions Oil what should be
Meanwhile, there are people
CID JOU tbat you just can't
and cwnmunicate your
They will be undentandof your decision,
• 22-Dec. 21). This is one
you just can't wait for
talking 80 you can express
, dear 8agittarius. Don't be
is tension as a result of
opinions. People may blow
· n, since everyone is
are right. Stand your ground,

· ·

bebeard!
. 22-Jan. 19). Things may

be apinDing so fut thia weekend you aren't
quite IU1'9 where to beliD. dear Capricorn.
But dan't worry about this now. What you
need to do is aprees your ideas forcefully
and quickly. Doon will open wide as a result
of your dedication to what you know·best.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 17)- 'Jey not to get
toO tmaJed in ott. people's words, dear
Aquarius. It oould be tbat you are miaunderBtUdtn1 odlel' people's H1••w1M#Uh. simply
becaUle ,_ aren't JiateninB enough. Rather,
,_. mBI is focUlled on your own thoughts.
Show respect and lislen to what others have
to say.
Pillcel (Feb. 18-Marcb 19). Your mind may
be wandering in many different directions
this weekeDd, dear Piacea. Direct your energy towards whit makes you happy and carefree. Your enerv is likely to come in spurts,
IO use it wisely when you've got it and feel
free to take a nap when you don't.
Aries (March 20-APril 19). It is time to
take your COI11D1tmication to the next level,
dear Aries. Expand outward and upwards.

.....

6'..... a:.-

yourreaourcestoptberandcooatructamw
platform that you feel proud of. Only JOU .
know your 'potential. Use it to JO'll' tun
advantage.
Leo (July 22-Aug. 22). There milht be
some unexpected communic:ation coadltg
from a long lost friend or old ronmma4e dU
weekend, dear Leo. You never know wham
you might nm into when you leave the home,
so stay alert. Don't overJook anyme who
may look familiar.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept.21). You are apt 18 dfa..
agree sharply with the informatim dlll you
receive, dear Virgo. Expand your _ , of
thinking to be more incluaive of the ,....,
around you. You will fmd that the _ . of
yourself -you offer to others, tbe mm-e
respected and baPPier you will be overall.
Libra (Sept. 22-0ct. 22). You have hem
wolT}'ina about a life-changing event lately,
dear Libra. Know the truth will set you fl"ee
in the end, so don't be afraid to find out for
sure. Don't worry yourself sick until you
absolutely have a reason to do so.

We Want
You ...

.....

rt'."""' LJ"'1
~

'5 Etrtq ,_ •

Know what you stand for
and what you believe in. Put
your ideas into motion md
let nothing get in your way.
'DlUnJS (April 20-May 19}
You may appreciate thi8
weekend more than anyone,
dear 'Dlurus. It is apt to
expand your feeling of suecesa and will to do 1101Dething different. Don't bold
back on your initial plana
because whatever you do Alllllr,,...
will be extremely produc- VERGE EDITOR
tive.
Gemini (May 20-June 20). People will Usten to you more than usual this weekend,
dear Gemini. They will seem to be extremely interested in what you have to say. So give
people your full opinion on the situation.
Your hnpact will be significant.
Cancer (June 21-July 21). You may f"md
yourself throwing away old beliefs and menta1 processes this weekend, dear Cancer. Pull

/hfts ,,•

Mimi
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Large 1 Topping Pizza ••
••
$8.95 +tax
••
••• to advertise in
the Den!
•••
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open from 7am-Bpm all week
• Breakfast All Day • Burgers
• Homemade Pies • Beef Sandwiches
1410 Al,,,ort Road 24~M33
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STAFF WRITER

Charleston is home to four
different Chinese Restaurants
for hungry EIU students.
Mqic Wok is located at SSS
Lincoln. Tbis restaurant proYides carry-out and dining in.
Tiie lunch buffet is $S.4S and

OF THE WEUEND

••THE 1>AILY E'ASTERlf IEWS

-

a in little Charlesto

the dinner buffet is $7.25.
There is a 10 percent discount
for EIU students with a panther
card and for senior citizens.
The
buffets
include
drinks.They also have a late
night all you can carry out special for $S every night and 9
pm.
China 88. looat4Ml · al1 h 1140

Lincoln, offers dine in, carry
out, delivery and drive threw
services. There is a $5.20 lunch
special that included a drink. .
QQ Buffet is located at 2138
Woodfall Drive. They have a
$5.39 lunch buffet and a $7.19
dinner buffet. Carry out and
dine in are available. They have
a differ•t f>ujfe( menu daily.

They also have a 10 percent
EIU student discount with a
panther card and a senior citizen discount. QQ Buffet bas a
catering service for parties of
10 or more.
The China Cafe is located at
716 Jackson, on the square. It
has a lunch buffet that costs
$4.95 and a dinner bil!ffet t'8t

" ' A r-r- r"'t'A ~ ,.....,...-""'-

for your
business is
to advertise
in the

Teaching in a Classroom?
Emything you need to do your best is llt Mrs B's Teacher Supplia

3225 Marshall Ave.
Mattoon
217-235-6323
.ti
·. LJ l l i
bulletin board supplies, s ckeril,
..,.vationa&-g&JIM!S.--&L·puzzles
t

••

.

II
I
I

I

Daily
Eastern
News!

n.....

cost $6.25. They have.
delivery and carry out
All four places offer
of cbicteo. M~
etables and •efffW
offer family dinaer Ml
ety of soups, rice and
All four places have
dations for vegetar
d~eters as well.

,-.r ... """" ..
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is your most prized possession
hy?
STAFF WR I TER

&tcllM
·My moton:ycle.
It's just so fun,
Biid because it's
mine and/

''Party with the Panthers" will
bring extra fun and games to
Panthe athletics this weekend at
Friday night's volleyball game
and Saturday's football game.
The Student Life Office began
"Party with the Panthers" this
semester, and their goal bas been
to work a game for every team on
campus this semester.
Since the semester began, they
have attended events for the soccer, rugby and cross country
teams. They also plan to continue
the party into the spring semester.
Members of the group arrive
about an hour before games to set

Avian can..qullo
"My DVD collection, because It
took me a long
time to get It.,,

bought it."

up a table of Spirit Packs ftlled
with snacks and goodies. Durills
halftime and throughout tbe
event, they set up games Ulm
"Lets Make a Deal" to get .-tators involved and win pri7.e&
"We want to get people
involved and support EIU athletics," said Margie Tucker, 11'9dUate advisor for Student Life.
The office has been able m pt
out the word for "Party with die
Panthers" through posters . . . . .
campus and advertising ID tbl
. paper.
Not only do the students enjor
the party, Tucker says the pareota
do too.
"The parents are always appreciative," she said "They love
what we are doing."

Overkill frontman wows
nds crowd on Halloween New 'Matrix' {ilm
pulls $20 million

full of suckers
·
$15 a bead to
the patheticallyf a Revolution this
former Urge
man Nub Kato
times the rock for
tbl cost to Friends &
night.
the show with the
"Queen of the
• from bia debut IOlo
•inte." The tune eet
• t aa Kato and
rhieugh a set of
and a smattering
solo work.
and careened
ds' miniscule stage
U'eD8

while slinging his B.C. Rich and
str,angling the mic stand the
entire night.
The show's ferocity was augmented by moments of quiet
acoustic strumming, as tunes like
"Need Some Air," from Urge's
1997 album "Exit the Dragon,"
and "Bottle of Fur," from 1993's
"Saturation," were buttressed by
a mellow cover of Steely Dan's
classic "Dirty Work."
For the latter third of the show,
a shirtless Kato emerged looking
oddly reminiscent of Stooges
frontman Iggy Pop Decked out in
white slacks to match bia white
tennis shoes, Kato's stringy
blonde locks swayed as the
diminutive
singer crooned
through the remainder of the set.
Ending the show with Urge's

biggest hit, "Girl You'll be a
Woman Soon," Kato ended the
night's set alone with his acoustic
guitar.

Although
Urge
Overkill
reached its pinnacle after
Quentin Dlrrantblo used the
aforementioned "Girl" in one of
"Pulp Fiction's" most famous
scenes, Kato proved be can still
rock harder than most brave
enough to pus themselves off as
frontmen bl modern rock.
Anyone who missed Kato's performance lost out on one hell of a
show.

mo'sinks competit'iOii
Wednesday.

is the year's top-grossing movie
domes&ally. The tale of a clownflsh on an undersea voyage to rescue his aquarium-bound son features the voices of Albert Brooks ,

DVDs accounted for about 90
percent of sales. 1btal sales for
"Finding Nemo" could rival the 32
miDion VHS copies that Disney's
'The Lion Kina" sold in its initial
video rel-.e in the 19908, Chapek
said.
At $.1.39 million, "Finding Nemo"

Ellen DeGeneres , Willem Dafoe
and Geoffrey Rush .
The computer-animated rum
was the fifth in the partnership
between Disney and Pixar, whose
previous
movies
include
"Monsters, Inc.. and the "'lby Story"
flicks.

Disney home entertainment.
"We saw stores yesterday almost
going through their inventory on

day one alone: Chapek said

th: R>rever of Maybeny, he has a ne\v album and a 'IV spreial .
like "Whal It Was Was Foolball."
And thll'e the key to bis signature
success, -rhe Andy Griffith Show,"
as a reunion special reminds us
'lbe8day at 8 p.m. EST on CBS. 'Ibis
19608 sitcom ii a timeless blend of
humor and parable wboee home-

spun style aeems to come straight
from Griffith's own psyche.
Even chatting with a reporter,
Griftitbdemmstrales the storyteller's
bJCb: a leisurely sampling from his
gnb bag~reflertims, tbm. a yank~
the drawsttktg 1D cinch bis point

LOS ANGELES - Which way do
you
spin
"The
Matrix
Revolutions"? The third movie in
the cyberpunk trilogy earned
$24.3 million at the domestic box
office in its first day of release,
Warner Bros. said Thunday.
That's a great one-day total for
any other movie, but it comes in
far below what "The Matrix
Reloaded" collected bl its nationwide debut last apring.
In May, -Reloaded· opened with
a few late-night sCNeDings on
Wednesday evening and earned
about $S million. Then it expanded to·3,80lttbeatera •Thursday
and earned about $.17.S million,
according to Brandon Gray, proprietor of BoxOfficeMojo.com.
At the time, Warner Bros.
lumped the Wednesday totals in
with the Thursday figures and
· announced a total debut of $42.S
million for "Reloaded."
Gray said there may have been
less anticipation for "Revolutions"
limply because of the rapid-fire
release timing.
"With the last one ('Reloaded')
there was four y~ of pent-µp
demand and 'Revolutions' comes
out after only six months," he
said. "It's not quite the same event
as the one that came out after a
long drought.•
Dan Fellman, Warner Bros.
head of U.S. distribution, dismissed the notion that some viewers may be less enthusiastic about
the franchise after -Reloaded,"
which scored poorly with critics
and many fans. ·
"These are staggering numbers: Fellman said. "If you talk to

any lafge theater '4Jfliatol tll8J'l'9
totally out of their miDdl wtdl
joy.•
"Revolutiona• al80 collec&ed
$18.8 million intenwtioo.Uy.,...
sta&ing the wkla.t si!D!•knreleue for a siq:le fUm by~
ing in an unprecedented M,OIO
screens around the world at 1lle
same hour (9 a.m. ET),
to Variety. Part of the ll'lldla'I
worldwide effort wu ID
piracy.
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"Revolutiou". . NU• 'IJ.wa

third be8t
movie,
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J'ust Call Ull 911·2n1

It's always best to
make an 9'1lh1.,,
1hl •fmfth Servica.
H Taxi & Shuttle Service INC.
Charleston, IL
(217) 348-7"433
348-RIDE
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The Phantom Menace· ....
million for 1-t ~· 9l'be Lallll
of the Rinp: 'l'bli Two 'n)wen.:
Although hampered by crltlcl
who lambasted "Revoluticml" • a
glorified victeopme, the K-.
Reeves (news) sci-ft adwntule
could still come clole ID ~
$100 million domestically by a.
end of the weekend.
Paul Dergarabedian, pniildllln
of box office tracker ~
Relations Co., said he wollld wilt
until the weekend to juclae hair
"Revolutions•
compares
"Reloaded."
The critically acclaimed flnt
film, 9The Matrix," earned $a7
million "in its first weebnd in
April 1999 and went on to rile in
$171.S million.
"Reloaded" earned a toml el
$281.6 million and becmDe tlle
year's third highest-ll'Ollinl
movie of the year, behind "PIDdillS
Nemo• and "Pirates of die
Caribbean: The Clll'8e of tile
Black Pearl: respectively.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

HELP

WANTED

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED no exp. required, all looks and
ages. Earn $100-$500 per day1888-820-0167 x u171.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11n
Part-time receptionist evening
and saturday 12-5 pm, professional appearance required.
Please apply in person to Rick
Berg, Ken Diepholz Chevrolet
Olds Cadillac 631 W. Lincoln,
Charleston. EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/11
$550 WEEKLY SALARY mailing
our postcards from home. No
experince necessary. FT/PT.
Genuine Opportunity.
FREE
Supplies. Call 1-708-808-5182
(24 hours).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/13

FOR

RENT

Leasing for 2004: 2 bedroom
completely furnished, newly
remodeled. DSL furnished. NO
pets. 917 4th Street 235-0405 or
317-3085.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21
Furnished, 2 BR apartment avail
Jan 1. Close to campus! Off street
parking, trash, W/D on site, AC.
Call 345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/30
3 Bedroom apartment 2 blocks
from campus. $235 each per
month. 345-3554
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/3

Brittany Ridge: 4 bedroom for 4 or
5 people. 2 1/2 bath, dishwasher,
washer/dryer, DSL. Great floor
plan. Local, Responsive landlord.
$21 O/person 348-8886, leave
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMESmessage.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12115
TER: Part time and tun time positions seeking candidate for order
Girls furnished house for 4-5. 1/2
entry. Strong keyboarding skills a . block from campus, 1O month
plus, must possess exceUent
lease. No pets or parties. 3455048.
communication skills, experience
with
phone sales
helpful.
Scheduling flexible. Apply at
1 and 2 bedroom furnished apts.
Scholastic Recognition, Inc. 5955
1O month lease, low utilities 345Park Drive, Charleston. For direc5048.
tions call 345-9194
-~-----~~QD
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21
NOW LEASING SU., SP., FA.
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
2004. NICE HOUSES AND
MAJORS: Hiring for second
APARTMENTS ALL CLOSE TO
semester part time and full time
CAMPUS. 345-6967
positions, proof readers/copy setters. Must posess command of
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSE
English language and ability to
for 3-5 persons, unbeatable floor
discern mistakes in text quickly
plan, 4 BR, deck, central A/C,
washer/dryer,
dishwasher,
and accurately. Experience with
quark and/or pagemaker a plus.
garbage disposal, 2 1/2 baths.
New carpet, linoleum and paint.
Scheduling flexible. Apply at
Scholastic Recogniton, Inc. 5955
DSL Internet ready. Trash and
P8rk Drive, Charleston. For direc- paved parking included, near
tions call 345-9194
campus, local responsive land_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21
lord. From $188-$300 I person.
Available Januray, lease length
Bartender trainees needed. $250
negotiable.217-246-3083
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
-~~~~~~~---.:DO
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122
Hey Gals! 2 bedroom furnished
Searching for a job that works
apartment, next to park at 1111
2nd St. Water, trash, and laundry
around your class schedule?
Included for $265 each/month. 1O
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
or 12 month lease available. Call
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service I inside
now at 549-1957 or 348-5427.
sales positions available. We
~~~.:.---.~---~-QO
offer: flexible scheduling, a
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
fun/professional
atmosphere,
campus. 4 locations to choose
paid training and competitive
from. Call 345-6533
starting salary. Call Nowll 345~---~~~--DO·
1303 Weststaff eoe rn/f/h/v
Exceptionally economical! 1 bed-==~-------DO room apt. with loft. Furnished fOf
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
a single Of couple. $375 month.
For one or $430 month for two. 1
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
block north of O'Brian Fild. For
people Just like you to be a part of
school year 2004-2005. Call John
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADU345-8350
ATED PAY INCREASES Work
--------~~~~~_,DO
around YOUR schedule with our
PANTHER PADS has 2 and 4 bednew flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
room, unfurnished houses for rent
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
2004-2005. 1-2 blocks from camatmosphere Bonus potential
pus. CLEAN and WELL MAINAdvancement opportunity Call
TAINED. No pets, 12 months
today to schedule your personal
lease. Call 345-3148 or check us
interview: 345-1303
out at www.pantherpads.com.

__________oa

---~-~-~---·DO

FOR

RENT

Available Fall 04. 2 bedroom home,
W/D, AC, no pets, $600/rno. 1618
11th St.
345-5037
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/07
Available Dec. 03. 4 bedroom
house. 2 full bath, W/D, trash
included. Close to EIU & nightlife.
$175/person, flexible lease, pets
ok. 549-6120
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11107
Available Fall 2004. Newly remodeled 4 bedroom, 2 bath house
and 3 bedroom, 2 bath units.
Washer/ Dryer, dishwasher, C/A,
DSL ready. No pets. 2 blocks
east of campus. Call 345-5821
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11n

2004-2005 3 bdrm furnished apt.
Central air, garbage disposal,
laundry on premise. 1521 1st
345-5048

---------~oo.

Central heat & A/C, laundry facility. Trash service and off street
parking included. Perfect for serious student or couples. 348-8249

------"-~-~00.
2004-2005. 3/2 BEDROOM
l'IOUSES. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR.
348-5032
~..-:--=,,.--..,.,,..,~----:-00
'
For 2004/2005 Nice 4 and 5 bedroom houses. Excellent locations,
cable internet hook-ups in every
bedroom. Washer and Dryer
hookup. 275-300 per person. Call
345-0652

1,2, and 3 Bdrm apts. Available
~~---~~---00
immediately or for spring 2004
BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm
semester. Short and long term
now available. FOR SPRING
leases. Great for transfer students
2004. Call 345-1266
or student teachers. · Call (217}--.~-~-------00
345-0819 (leave message).
• 04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
apts. new, clean, and close to EIU
House for 2004 across from cam345-6100.
pus, 5 people needed. 345-2416
--~~-----~-00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11114
JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
Apartment for 2004. 3 bedroom
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
near campus. Check 'em out
FAN/AC,
MICRO,
CEILING
www.eiuapts.com or
345TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
2416.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/14
House 4-6 people, 1 & 2 Bedroom
apts. 2004-2005 school year 12
345-4602
month leases
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
3 bedroom, 1 bath close to campus. Call 275-3933
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouse
available January 2004 for 2 to 5
tenants. Bargin price! 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21

,-,-,.---~-------00

Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available
for
Jan.
04.
Parking/trash Incl., laundry on
premises, locally owned, located
by EIU police. Call 348-0673
leave a msg.

~----------'00

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 1Oth.
Call 345.6000 to see!

~---------00

FOR

RENT

Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Wrthin walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467

---------~~OD

ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583

----~-----00
AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR
APT-Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrlg,
Microwave, Dishwasher. Trash
Pd. $450 mo. 117 W. Polk. Ph.
348-77 46.
www.charlestonilapts.com

FOR

SALE

Runs great, 1990 Mustang GT
Hatchback, VS, white, 115K
miles, $3,000. Call John @ 217581-3691 or (708) 466-6548.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11n
Loft bed, frts room with bolster.
Painted white, $75, will deliver!
Call 618-238-4166
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/11
For sale: 92 Olds Acitieva, 97000
miles, Runs good. $1500 OBO.
345-2091
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/13

ROOMMATES
Roommates
$295/month.
348.1479

Call

wanted,
Lindsey

------~---~00.

Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583

SUB LESSORS
Sublessor needed for spring
semester. 2 bedroom single at
Park Place. Cali llm at 581-3496
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/5
1 or 2 roommates needed, partly
furnished hOj188 on First st., $
250/month call 549-64 77
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/5
Must Sublease: Nice 1 Br apt
close to campus. 1812 9th St.
$300/mo/ea OBO. Available
Immediately or for Spring
Semester. Call 217-493-0S78
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11n

SUBLESSORS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

5 BR House on 1st street, campus side, needs 1 female roommate: $200 plus split utilities. Call
847-894-8863.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11n

Eastide
Package
Weekend
Specials Miller Lite 24 can 14.99,
Smirnoff Ice & Triple Black 12 btls
:10.99, Hooch Ice case 6.99,
Special Export Kegs 45.00. Pony
Kegs in stock. 18th Street at
Jackson Ave. 345-5722. Eastern
beat Tenn. Tech.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/07

3 BR. Apt. 7th street, campus
side needs 1 male roomate. $ 260
plus split utilities. Call 217-512-

0482

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10
Girl wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
2210
9th,
has
balcony.
$275/month Call (773)218-0431
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/10
Girl roommate subleasor for 2
bedroom apt., Spring semester
(Jan 1st) $250/mo.
345-4602
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
Female subiessor needed for
Spring. 3 bedroom apt, own bedroom w/ sink vaiiity, low utilities.
East of Old Main next to Joey's.
Call Jamie @ 348-9301.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11122
3 Br. Apartment, needs 1 roommate, sink in room, Millennium
Place, rent debatable. Call 3489392.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12101

PERSONALS

GRAND OPENING! SATURDAY
THE 8TH, SPENCES ON JACKSON SVE. DRAWING FOR FREE
MERCHANDISE,
REFRESHMENTS, LIVE ENTERTAINMENT.
VINTAGE CLOTHES AND SHABBY CHIC FURNITURE. OPEN
TUES. TO SAT. 10:30AM TO 5PM.
TELEPHONE 345-1469
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/07
"Reality" Spring Break 2004. Only
with Sunsplash Tours. Featured in
the "The Real Cancun" Movie.
Lowest Prices, Free Meals &
Parties before Nov. 6th, 2 Free
Trips for Groups. www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800-426-7710.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 11/07
NATURAL FOOD AND NUTRITION 422 Madison Check our
internet specials @ www.n+
n.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/11

Spring Break- sign up with
Student Express and get FREE
roundtrip airline tickets to over 15
International destinations-including Aruba, Dominican Republic,
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots
Every hour someone dies in a
and more. Why go with anyone
crash simply from not buckling
up •.•• Are you buckled up?
else. Limited offer- call now.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/8
Commission rep positions also
Time is running out! Get your free
available.
800-787-3787.
flu shots at Health Service any
www.studentexpress.com
weekday from 8-4.
---~-~~--11/21
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/8
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
Traffic crashes claim the lives of
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
more than 40,000 Americans
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida.
each year..... Are you buckled up?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/8
Now hiring campus naps. Call for
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
group
discounts.
SENIORS! H you are Interested in
Information/Reservations 1-800a yearbook of your senior year,
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
and are not sure how to pick it up,
12111
come to the Student Publications
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 110%
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
Best prices! Cancun, Jamaica,
and for only $4 we will mail you a Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
copy in the Fall, wft#l they at!,._ Book NOW and receive FREE
published.
5~812 ff/E: ~ p~. Cll:tipus;!:Aeps
more Information.
wanted! 1-800-234-7007. end-

#1 SPRING BREAK COMA
Acapulco now offers 3 d
tions! Go Loco in Acapulco,
In Vallarta, or get crazy in
with BIANCHI-ROSSI T
Organize a group and tra
FREE. Book now before it's
late! Call 800-875-4525
www.bianchi-rossi.com
WINTER AND SPRING B
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON
NOW! www.sunchase.com
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE l

----'

ACT NOW! Book 11 people,
12th trip free. Group discou

6
www..springbreakdiscount
or 800-838-8202
50% off winter items. Log h
resale shop. Go to the fairg
and follow the signs. 348-8
Eastide
Package
Week
Specials Miller Lite 24 can 14.
Smirnoff Ice & Triple Black 12
10.99, Hooch Ice case 6.
Special Export Kegs 45.00. P
Kegs in stock. 18th Street
Jackson Ave. 345-5722. E
beat Tenn. Tech.

Safety belts save an estimated
9,500 lives in America each year.
Buckle Up Eastern
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/8

Advertis
Hrouadveieil
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---------00
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Ciossword

47Candied dish
51Price abbr.
52Readers of
the Book of
Moroni: Abbr.
53Britain's
Act of 17rr
55Came across
56Put up
er?
58Don't
see
381t may be
other people,
blanl<
·
perhaps
39She worked
60Wrap
for Grant on
61 Stealthily
"The Mary
TYier Moore
62Like some
-..
Show"
grapes
41Business
630nes chargcenter: Abbr.
ing reading
fees?
42Heal(mint
family members)
DOWN
43Delete
1Match
45Name on a
2Feature of
Chinese
some muscle
menu
cars
461n distress
3Pole tossed
in competiANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE
tion
4Actress
Bartek
5Till stack
6Land on the
Red Sea
7Cut again
8Subsist
9Spare no
expense
mt:~1"=:1 10Bad audience
response
~~...,....~=+=+=-t 11Taking after
.....,....,.,+.......,..,..........,.+..... 12J:6olutionary

ACROSS
1Enumeration
follower
9Former Ukud
leaper
15Very scared
person, perhaps
16Rioters' quieters
17No provincial
18Like many a
library book
19First name in
1858 debates
20Geog. feature
21 Wickiup, for
one
22Diamond
expert
23Some tales
25Choirs may
use them
271960-61
world chess
champ

28..Judging
30Reggi;ie's
_-Mouse
31Girl of Oz
34"Uttle" ones
from afar
36Pitches
370ne preced-

17
19
23

36

39
42

45
51
56

60
2

Puzzte by Eric Ber11n

13Amana
amenities
142000 film
about a mission to Mars

32Something
that comes
down hard?
33Pen,say
35His twin
tricked him
21 Unit named
for a physi37Start of an
cist
African capital
24Classicist
Hamilton and 40Checked the
figures,
others
maybe
26Records
41
Unwillingness
one's arrival
to crow
29 Lohengrin's
44Jackson Hole
love
is nearthem
30Thin
46Newbie,
of
Mar;
· ·sorts
31

48Cremona a

san

49Red
Bordeaux
50They may
appear on
lids
54Suffix with
symptom
57Ground cov
58Elephant g
59N.T. book
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ON'T LET THAT HOUSE OR APARTMENT
GO UNRENTED !!!!!!
DVERTISE IN THE HOUSING
GUIDE NOVEMBER 13
FULL PAGE AD $600
HALF PAGE AD $300
QUARTER PAGE AD $150
FRIDAY @
$3.50 Zoos
DJ 9-Close

~I

GOOD BOYi (PG) DAILY 7:00, 9:10 SAT SUN
~ ,.Je te1R no
icH~('bJ!'l(6'Ck PG-13)
\ H•CM1 1><:
DAILY 6:45, 9:20 SAi SUN MAT 2:00

,, ~~i-5111 NU-

·WANT MONEY
TO FLY YOUR

IROTHER BEAR (G) DAILY 4:45, 6:50, 9:00
SAT SUN 12:15, 2:30

Elf (1'9) Dally 4:15, 7:30, 9:50 SAT SUN
MAT1:30PM

llATlllX RlVOLDnOlll (R) Dally 4:00, 5:00;
7:00, 8:00, 1Q:OO SAT SUN MAT 1:00, 2:00
IWWO (Pl) Dally 4:30, 7:15, 9:40
SAT SUN MAT 1:45

Sunday:

IUIAWAY MW w.1111Dally5:15, 8:20
SAT SUN MAT 2:15

NFL Ticket
Every Game All Day

Youngstown Apartments
-l, 2.. 3, 4
Bedroonts AVAiiabie

TOAi ClllmAW llAIUCIE (R) Dally 5:-45,

a:10, 10:20 SAT SUN MAT 3:15

NON

SEQUITUR

BY WILEY MILLER

-Dishwashers
-OeclcS

-Cent:ral Air
-Fully Furnished

-3 Laundry
Facilities

-Garbage Disposal

Cambridge and Nantucket
ARJJUND THE CURI'£ ON SOUIH !/TH srruT ACROSS FNiM QIJROI

B 0 0 N D0

Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments
!Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
ll.ots of space
Swimming pool
olleyball court
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Teitur-ing on the verge of stardo

ByBen Erwin
STAFF WRITER

Soft spoken and rather self-effacing in his
descriptions of his experiences and his
music, 25-year-old singer/songwriter Tuitur
Lassen, better known simply as Tuitur, holds
a talent that belies his nonchalant demeanor.
After picking up organ more than a decade
ago and quickly expanding to the guitar,
Teitur will be opening for platinum-selling
troubadour John Mayer 7:30 p.m . tonight at
Urbana's Assembly Hall.
Hailing from the tiny Faroe Islands just
off the coast of Denmark, Tuitur said he was
surrounded by music since childhood. And
despite the diminutive size of his homeland,
Tuitur described his home as "extremely
musical."
''People are very into music actually,'' he
laughed. "Singing is a very social thing."
After picking up the organ, Tuitur said he
quickly developed a knack for the guitar as
well and immediately began penning his
own tunes. Writing as many as a dozen songs
at a time, Tuitur said writing original material was always more enjoyable than mining
the grooves set by his pop influences.
"I've always been a singer and I've always
concentrated on writing my own songs," he

said. "I was never too concerned with other
people's songs because I could write my own
and it was more fun that way."
Moving from his home at 17, Tuitur spent
the next few years playing in and living in
Germany while playing throughout Europe
and landing prestigious gigs in London and
New York.
It was in New York last year that Tuitur
met producer Rupert Hine, who had previously worked with the likes of Suz.anne Vega,
Duncan Sheik and Tina Turner among others. Tuitur found himself in rather illustrious company to say the least.
"I felt I wanted to make an album with
someone who felt the same way about the
music and it was important we made this
record ourselves," Tuitur said of his collaOO.
ration with Hine.
Free of rigid time constraints or pressure,
Tuitur said writing his debut "Poetry and
Aeroplanes" came easily primarily because
he had spent so much time writing for the
last decade. With preproduction done in
Spain, Tuitur and Hine were able to hammer
out a majority of the album before trying to
court a label to release the album.
The toughest task, Tuitur said, was deciding which songs ultimately fit his vision for
the album as a whole.
"From those songs there were hundreds to

choose from because I had been playing and
writing for such a long time," he said. "Of
course there's always a couple you know are
special and you know will work, but you
have to have variety and songs that fit the
entire album.... and even with 811 that you
still cant have it all."
After its Universal Records release,
''Poetry and Aeroplanes" began receiving
rave reviews and mass critical acclaim.
Along with this came the offer to play with
the likes of the aforementioned Mayer.
"(Mayer) approached us about the tour,"
Tuitur said. "He heard the music, he liked it."
With the opening slot, Tuitur has the
opportunity to play for larger audiences
than many up-and-coming artists could
dream of. And while many Mayer fans may
be unfamiliar with Tuitur's engaging, melodic tunes, Tuitur said concertgoers have been
very receptive.
"People really seem to like it and respond
to it and I've never played to audiences like
this before and it's been great," he said.
The success hasn't gone to the young
singer's head, however, as the European guitarist simply wants the opportunity to keep
playing in front of as many·p rospective fans
as possible.
"I just want to keep playing songs and get

the band together and hope people
coming to and enjoying the shows," he
''There's no need to make the next
tomorrow and I'm not in a rush."
Tickets for the show are still availabYj

$.35.

Green Mountain Grass 'picks' its way into town Friday
By Kelly McCabe
ASSOCIATE VERGE EDITOR

Champaign-Urbana's
Green
Mountain Grass will perform their
unique ''new grass" music at
Friends & Co. Friday. Mandolin
player and vocalist David Wiimoth
said the band has been tagged as
''new grass" because they play
non-traditional bluegrass.
"Generally in bluegrass, songs
are two to three minutes long. But
we have some songs that are 10 to
12 minute instrumentals that kind
of sound like gypsy music," he
said
Contributing to this non-traditional bluegrass, Green Mountain
Grass also covers some Black
Sabbath songs including ''N.I.B."
and "The Wizard."
The band - Wilmoth, Spencer
Savoie on banj()'vocals, Turtle on
guitar/lead vocals, and Quinn
Bailey on upright bass/vocals formed about three years ago in

Champaign-Urbana, yet Bailey is
the only member originally from
the city. Wiimoth and Savoie are
originally from Tuxas, and Turtle is
originally from Vermont. A mutual love of bluegrass is the common
ground the band shared when they
first formed.
"Everyone's always listened to
and enjoyed bluegrass, it's a lot of
fun," said Wllmoth.
Although the band all share the
common influence of bluegrass including such bands as The Del
Mercury Band, whom Green
Mountain Grass recently performed with in Springfield - the
Greatf1.ll Dead and reggae also
heavily influence the band.
Green Mountain Grass has
played at Friends before; and
Wiimoth said it was a good time
and they had a good crowd.
"We had been touring around the
area for two or three years, but we
just never got to Charleston. But
we had a warm reception, every-

one was dancing," he said.
Green Mountain Grass has an
album out, "Will Pick for Food,''
that's currently sold out. ''Pick'' is
a term bluegrass artists use for
jamming, said Wiimoth.
As for future plans, Wilmoth
said Savoie is graduating from
University of Illinois, and the band
plans to get a national booking
agent to play at more shows.
Wiimoth said they've played as far
south as Tuxas and as far north as
northern WlSCOnsin, but they want
to spread out a little more.
A move to a big bluegr8$ city
like Nbllh*file fa aJso µi t}le {$lrc:
"We're all committed to it, and
we're pretty career-minded," said
Wiimoth.
Until then, Green Mountain
Grass will continue to tour regionally and hopefully play more bluegrass festivals.
Green Mountain Grass will start
at 10 p.m. at Friends & ·Co. and
there will be a cover charge of $4.

The new millienium has a leader, and it's Isobel
STAFF WRITER

Welcome to the new millennium...a millennium that promises

newer, braver forms of musical
expression, such as rap, ·rock and
roll and rag? Yes, rag. And not
only rag, but jazz and rag.

Confused yet? You should be.
Isobel Campbell may be better
~own as the cellist and part-time
vocalist for Belle and Sebastian
during the early '90s. But she has
long since departed from them,
as well as her own band Gentle
Waves, and is taking a swing at
solo success with her newest
release."Amarillo."
Sounding more like it belongs
in a fairy tale rather than a record
store, "Amarillo" is a strange and
eclectic mix of jazz, rag and pop

'music, using string instruments,
piano, flutes and haunting vocals.
But don't let that throw you off.
Beyond the very odd sound,
"Amorino" is not a bad album, it
just takes a little bit of getting
used to. From speaking French to
playing jazz to rag music, which
most people thought had been lost
100 years ago, the album is filled
from top to bottom with fantastic
transition and growth.
Isobel Campbell's voice is eerily beautiful, and the instrumental

work is melodic as well as soothing. But for all the good things I
can say about this album, it is
very eclectic. It is probably too
much so for most music listeners,
except possibly for Belle and
Sebastian fans.
The lyrics can become confusing at times, to say the least. And
the sound of the album, while
wistful, can come off as just too
weird for some.
However, for a first time
effort, "Amorino" is not a bad

Let's talk about sex
Eastern students are curious.
Many have asked why it normally
takes a woman longer to reach
orgasm than it does a man. Also,
what are some techniques that a man
can try to help a woman become
more quickly aroused?
Here to answer this week's questions is Jerilyn Reed, sexual health
education coordinator at Eastern's
Health Services. Reed said there are
actually four states of sexual
response, according to Masters and
Johnson, which include excitement,
plateau, orgasm and resolution.
She said many women, who do not
experience an orgasm, stay in the
plateau phase, a continuation of the
excitement phase. According to
Shere Hite, she said, only 30 percent
of women orgasm through penile
thrusting alone. Reed said this is
because the wall of the vagina has
very few nerve endings, whereas the
• ~toti~)1"s as many as a man's penis_

Amber.Jenne
VERGE EDITOR

"For intercourse to give pleasure
to the woman, she must feel aroused
and sexually excited," she said.
During the excitement phase, the
clitoris swells and changes positions,the uterus elevates, there is
vaginal lubrication, and the vagina
will expand and elongate, she said. It
takes an avera~ of 20 minutes for
the woman to be at a stage of full

arousal or excitement. Reed said students should know that women just
usually take a longer time to orgasm
than i;nen. Yet there is hope for those
who wish to speed up the process.
•An individual could try clitoral
massage before intercourse to get
the female to the arousal or excitement phase," she said.
"It often takes women longer,
much longer than men to become
aroused, which is due in part to the
way the female body responds to the
excitement phase,n she ('!aid.
Reed said that foreplay is an
essentail process to help the female
become excited, but arousal varies
by individual. Communication can
also help with arousal, she said.
"Just make sure each partner
knows what stimulates the other one
at all times," she said.
E-mail next week's comments and·
questions to ei~mail.com.

album. Some might ar
Campbell has already come
with a solo album. Those P.
would be referring to her EP
Bill Evans, also a very mel
and relaxing album.
If you are looking for so
thing to go to sleep to, then I
Campbell is right up your
For everyone else, I cannot
recommend this album, as it
be excellent at times, but d
right strange at others.

CONCERT CALENDAR
Friday
•"Green
Mountain Grass

10:00p.m.
Friends & Co.
$4

•The Mighty
Road kings
10:00 p.m.
The Uptowner
$2

Saturday

•Ryan Nav

•John Mayer

and Matt Re

9:30 p.m.
The Assembly
Hall
Champaign

8:00 p.m.

Jackson
Avenue Co
December31

•TheSafes
The Electric

10:00 p.m.
Friends & Co.
$3

•Deuce
10:00 p.m.
The Uptowner
$3

•WhiteStri
The

Lips
Aragon

Ballroom
Chicago
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